
Uncool

Courtney Love

Pretty face just grabbed the headlines
You leave me nothing but my name
And all the grief keeps multiplying

And I pretend to feel no painAm I gonna lose baby, if I tell the truth?
Would it be uncool if I could write a love song?

I just wanna bleed, tear a hole in me
Spit out what I have held down oh, so longI get tired of the pleasure

My company's so cheap
Baby, take me from this tempest

Take me someplace so I can sleepI don't wanna die and I don't wanna live
Baby, I just want a chance to be with you

I tried, I love you
I swear to God I've never felt so aliveYeah am I gonna lose if I tell the truth?

Would it be uncool if I could write a love song?
I just wanna bleed, tear a hole in me

And every time you move and every time you breathe
Yeah, gotta write a love songBaby you're a freak show just like me

Baby, we are all born ugly
Gotta write a love song

Gonna make you cry, gonna go so deep
Tear the whirlwind baby, somewhere I can sleep

So I wonder why, so I wonder why? And I cryI wanna be uncool
I wanna be uncoolNow I'm gonna make you cry

'Cause I'm gonna go so deep
I'm gonna tear this tempest, baby

And go somewhere I can sleep
Gonna make you love me

Gonna make you love meYeah am I gonna lose if I tell the truth?
Would it be uncool if I could write a love song?

I just wanna bleed, tear a hole in me
And every time you move and every time you breathe

Yeah, gotta write a love songBaby you're a freak show just like me
Baby, we are all born ugly

Gotta write a love song
Gonna make you cry, gonna go so deep

Tear the whirlwind baby, somewhere I can sleepWanna be uncool, wanna be uncool
I wanna write a love song

I wanna be uncool, wanna be uncool
I wanna write a love song
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Wanna be uncool, wanna be uncool
Gonna be uncool
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